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Metric measurement activities for 4th grade

Our metric measurement clock plan for grades 4 through 6 reinforces students' understanding of the metric system. Students are asked to consider why the metric system is used together with the standard measurement system and what everyone is using in the United States. Students are also asked to measure
different things - physical objects in the classroom, lines printed on paper - as a practice, as well as the practice of converting metric measurements from one unit to another to demonstrate their understanding of the lesson. At the end of the lesson, students will be able to define metric measurements, identify metric units
used in weight, length and volume, and convert from smaller/larger to larger/smaller units. Common basic state standards: CCSS. Math.Content.4.MD.A.1, CCSS. Math.Content.5.MD.A.1 Terrible Soup - Online description of the game: Terrible Soup is a fun game in which students must make a recipe for the most
disgusting soup they can imagine. Students progress in the game by adding ingredients to the soup. Some components are measured in capacity, some are measured in the mass and some are measured over distance (for example, a recipe can instil a certain amount of millimeters of toothpaste or tree branch).
Because it's a little far fetched, but still the perfect way to enhance metric conversion skills. To successfully print a recipe, students must demonstrate the ability to convert a number of ingredients to other metric units. For example, liters per millilitre and vice versa, grams per milligram and vice versa, and millimeters up to
centimeters to meters. For more information, watch the demonstration video. Type: Math Game Format: Game Levels: 4, 5, 6 CC Standards: Lang. Art Standards: Measurement Workshop - Online Description: Measurement Workshop is a great program for students of all levels of the class. In build mode, users build
cities from metric or imperial (standard) rulers that can resize, color, and drag across the stage to create a city of rulers. In this mode, users can compare the relationship between inches and centimeters. In playback mode the city is randomly formed by the program and users must determine each building in length in
inches or centimeters. Users can choose from four different levels of measurement skills: integers (where buildings measure inch or centimeter integers), integers and halves (where buildings measure inch or centimeters integers or integers and halves, decimal places (where buildings measure in inches or centimeters to
decimals) and fractions (where buildings measure in inches or centimeters to fractions.) Type: Math Workshop Format: Online Activity Level Class: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 CC Standards: 2.MD.A.1, 2.MD.A.2, 2.MD.A.3, 2.MD.A.4 Lang. Art Standards: 4_M_4_A: Know the relative size of linear units of measurement within one m,



cm, mm, ft, yd, in a mile). (K) (4.MD.1)4_M_4_B: Convert linear units within a single system (larger to smaller) and display equivalent measures in a two-column table. (R) (4.MD.1)Compare and convert the usual units of length of ixl interactive activity (4.MD.1)Compare and convert metric units length ixl interactive activity
(4.MD.1)Measurement Mania Usual (4.MD.1)Measurement Mania Metric (4.MD.1)Measurement Mania Metric (4.MD.1)Measurement Mania Metric (4.MD.1)Measurement Mania Metric (4.MD.1)Measurement Mania Metric (4.MD.1)Measurement Mania Metric (4.MD.1)Measurement Mania Metric (4.MD.1 1.Md.1
Measurement Mania Metric (4.MD.1)Measurement Mania Metric (4.MD.1)Compare and Convert Measures Learn Zillion Videos (4.MD.1)Relative Measure Size Learn Zillion Videos (4.MD.1)Compare Height Activity (4.MD.1)Usual Measurement folding activities (4.MD.1)Who is the highest? Activity (4.MD.1)Counting
crocodile lesson plan (4.MD.1)How big is the foot? Curriculum (4.MD.1)Millions to measure the curriculum using an image book (4.MD.1)Compare heights to explore the hourly clock plan for linear measurement (4.MD.1)Plug in stage 4 module 2 scroll down for curricular plans (4.MD.1, 4.MD.2)Identify equivalent
measurements — the usual master of the black line (4.MD.1)Identify equivalent measurements — black line metric master (4.MD.1)4_M_4_C : Know the relative size of time measurement units (day, hours, minutes, and seconds). (R) (4.MD.1)4_M_4_D: Convert time measurements (larger to smaller). (R)
(4.MD.1)Convert time units ixl Interactive activity (4.MD.1)Time unit fractions ixl Interactive activity (4.MD.1)Elapsed time (hours, hours, Minutes, Seconds) Worksheets (4.MD.1)Funny Numbers Hours &amp; Minutes Greg Tang Worksheet (4.MD.1)Funny Numbers Minutes &amp; Seconds Greg Tang Worksheet
(4.MD.1)4_M_4_E: Use four operations to resolve word problems involving distance , time intervals (elaped to the nearest minute), money including simple fractions or decimals, and problems that require the conversion of measurements (larger to smaller). (R) (4.MD.2)Change ixl Interactive Activity (4.MD.2)Price Lists ixl
Interactive Activity (4.MD.2)Add and Subtract Mixed Time Units ixl Interactive Activity (4.MD.2)Elasped Time ixl Interactive Activity (4.MD .2)Time Elapsed Word Problems i xl Interactive Activity (4.MD.2)Find Start and End Time ixl Interactive Activity (4.MD.2)Length Algorithms Select Length Greg Tang (4.MD.2)Time
Algorithms Select Time Greg Tang (4.MD.2) Worksheets &gt; Math &gt; Grade 4 &gt; Measuring These worksheets review the usual and metric units to measure length, weight, capacity and temperature and provide measurements of the conversion of practice between different units of the same system (e.g. thumbs to
feet). Conversion between systems is not included in Tier 5. Unit length (inches, feet, yards &amp; miles) Convert inches, feet and yards 9 ft 6 in = ______ in Convert miles to legs or yards 2 mi = ___ Metric units of length (mm, cm, m &amp; km) Convert mm, cm, m, and km 8 km 713 m = ___ m Convert mm, cm, m, m,
km - using decimals 5.5 cm = ____ mm Units of weight (ounces, pounds and tons) Convert ounces, pounds and tons 1 lb 2 oz = ___ oz Metric units of weight (grams and kilograms) Convert g &amp; kg 3,146 kg = ______ g Capacity units (teaspoons per gallon) Convert between cups, pints, liters and gallons 32 qt = ____
gal Conversion between ounces, cups and quarters 24 oz = ___ c Convert between ounces , liters and gallons 3 gal = ____ oz Metric capacity units (ml and L) Converted between ml &amp; l 4.3 L = ____ ml Understanding Fahrenheit and Celsius Conversion between Fahrenheit and Celzím 12 °C = ____° F Mixed
practice - usual units 65 oz = ____ gal Mixed Practice - Metric Unit 6.7 m = ____ cm Length Word Problems Weight and Weight Word Problems Word Problems Volume and Capacity Word Problems Word Problems Time Problems Word Problems Code Problems Password Problems Sample Level 4 Measuring
worksheet Scan all our measuring worksheets, from larger vs smaller to measure length, weight, capacity, and temperature in conventional and metric units. K5 Learning offers free worksheets and cheap workbooks for kindergarten kids to Class 5.  We help your children build good learning habits and excel at school. 
Welcome to Math Salamanders 4. Here you will find our range of fourth-class math sheets to help your child with their measuring and reading scales, as well as their estimation skills. Fourth-class measuring worksheets On this website, you'll find a range of measuring worksheets to help your child learn how to read
scales and estimate the range of measurements. These letters were also designed to help promote the understanding of fractions and the system of the number of children. The sheets were divided into 2 categories - metric units and standard units. Standard unit sheets are great for developing knowledge and
understanding reading fractions and finding fractions of numbers. Metric unit sheets are excellent for consolidating knowledge and understanding the value of the site and decimal system. The leaves were carefully graded with the simplest leaves first. Each sheet comes with a separate answer sheet provided. Using
these letters will help your child: learn to read the scale in different fractions: halves, quarters and eighths; learn to read scales go up in tenths, fives, tens, fifties, hundreds; learn how to estimate the measurement of length, weight or liquid. All measuring worksheets 4.4. Measuring Worksheets Class - Metric Units 4. If
these measuring worksheets 4.3. Degree Of Measuring Worksheets Looking for Harder To Measure Worksheets...? If these worksheets 4.5. Grade Measuring Worksheets More Recommended Math Worksheets Check out some more of our worksheets similar to these. Conversion Scale Worksheets Here is our
selection of conversion units of measure for 3. These worksheets include conversion between conventional units of measure as well as metric units. Convert usual units Metric conversion worksheets Here you will find a series of free printable 4. The following worksheets include the use and understanding of decimal
notes - tenths and hundredths. Using these sheets will help your child: Understand decimal places; Use a notation of a place value with tenths and hundredths; Know how to read and write numbers at 10 million; Understand the value of space at 10 million. All Math Worksheets 4. Fourth Class Math Problems Here is our
set of 4. Each problem sheet comes with answers and is available in both standard and metric units, if applicable. Using these letters will help your child: use their addition, subtraction and problem-solving skills; apply their rounding knowledge and site values; address a range of real-life problems; attempt to make longer
problems more challenging. Using the problems in this section will help your child develop their problem solving and reasoning skills. How do I print or save these worksheets Do you need help printing or saving? Follow these 3 simple steps to get your worksheets printed perfectly! How do I print or save these worksheets
Do you need help printing or saving? Follow these 3 simple steps to get your worksheets printed perfectly! Math Salamanders I hope you enjoy using these free print math worksheets and all our other math games and resources. We welcome any comments on our site or worksheets on the Facebook comments box at
the bottom of each page. Site.
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